
CHINDOGU – The Japanese Art of Unuseless Inventions. 
 

Un-useless? Ah well, you see embedded in that seemingly silly word is the essence of the art of 

Chindogu. The word is Japanese and means ‘curious device’ or ‘strange tool’. Kenji Kawakami is 

the creator of this invention concept which essentially defies a clear definition. The best way to 

understand what Chindogu are is to look at the pictures below … because the pictures tell you what 

you need to know. 
 

Chindogu aren’t useful, but they aren’t useless either, anything that can be 

described as chindogu needs to be useful, but only nearly so. People should 

be able to use a chindogu but they will probably not do so because they 

may lose face if they did or people might think they were wimps or 

something.  
 

It is in this useful uselessness that an invention become un-useless. Clear as 

mud? Okay. 
 

The thing is, if you are a serious chindogu inventor you seek purity of design 

and purpose and you stick to the definition and guidelines as laid down for 

chindogu. The last thing you want to do is to lose your chindogu status for 

one of your inventions because there is much pride entrenched in the art of 

chindogu. It is subtle, gentle but definite. 

 

“In our world, all technology is progressing, right?” says Kawakami. “So I 

thought why not take a simple fork and make it electric. Using this fork, with 

a single flick of the switch you can effortlessly wind up spaghetti. The only 

drawback is that the spaghetti sauce goes flying everywhere. So the end 

result is that it really is better not to use it. And that is what Chindogu means. 

It isn’t something that anyone would actually use, but it has to be a tool that 

a person could use.” 
 

Now, not every useless or funny old gadget that has been invented is 

chindogu and for an invention or object to be called chindogu it must 

adhere to some strict rules which are managed by the International 

Chindogu Society. They judge with the following premise in mind.  
 

“Every chindogu is an almost-useless object, but not every  

almost-useless object is a chindogu.” 
 

And the rules of definition, in no specific order, are: 
 

1. Chindogu cannot be patented. Chindogu must be available to the 

world. They cannot be patented, there can be no copyright, registered 

names or trademarks; chindogu cannot be owned – their IP does not 

exist unless you consider the ‘property’ that of belonging to everyone, 

everywhere. 
 

2. Chindogu is not for sale. You cannot trade your chindogu – for if you do 

you lose status and purity. Your chindogu is not a commodity for sale. If 

money changes hands, that’s it – even if you do it as a joke. 
 

3. Chindogu includes ordinary everyday things. They are what they are and 

everyone can instantly see what they are and what they do with minimal 

or no explanation. They solve everyday problems. They have a ‘body 

 

 

 

 



language’ of their own, they communicate non-verbally. Specialised 

and technical innovations are not considered. 
 

4. Chindogu respects one and all – they are not rude, vulgar, cruel or small-

minded. They do not mock. Chindogu are never taboo (however any 

culture defines that concept). Social decency rules okay.  
 

5. Chindogu is not a joke. Creating chindogu is actually to solve problems 

not to laugh or take lightly. Of course humour often results from finding 

unusual solutions to every-day problems, but chindogu are not invented 

just to amuse or be funny. 
 

6. Chindogu is not puffery or hype or propaganda. Any invention that offers 

perverse or ironic commentary on the state of mankind is not chindogu. 

Chindogu is innocent. 
 

7. Chindogu is usefully useless or un-useless. Chindogus represent the spirit 

of anarchy and a freedom of thought and action. They break away from 

square in-the-box thinking. Ideas and products do not succumb to the 

demands of conservative utility. The words ‘should’ and ‘must’ have no 

traction in chindogu design or invention. 
 

8. Chindogu neither fears nor favours. There are no prejudices. Race; 

culture; religion; age; gender; wealth; status; talents and ability … no 

matter what, chindogu uses no labels, it is free-and-equal for all to enjoy. 
 

9. Chindogu must be available, it must exist. Chindogu is tangible, a 

product – it has to be made and you must be able to hold it in your 

hands. Chindogu is not just an idea or a concept. Can you imagine 

someone using it? Good – even if it is an almost-useless object. 

 

10. A chindogu must be nearly useless. This is a fundamental tenet of the art 

of chindogu. If you invent something useful that people start using 

regularly then what you have invented would fail as chindogu.  

 

Chindogu’s fortunes have been mercurial and the movement seems to 

have plateaued if what you read is true. It certainly took off from 1995 and 

societies and associations sprang up in Europe, the UK and America. Of 

course it was most active in Japan. In France it is still very popular and there 

are regular exhibitions and promotions for followers. Will it continue when 

Kawakami is no longer active? The jury is out on this one. 
 

It’s quirky enough to do so and though much of what could be described 

as chindogu hasn’t been in the past, maybe its place in the life of inventors 

is assured by the irony and never-ending capacity for the inventor to invent.  

 

The trick is that chindogu is real – whatever could be used even if you 

wouldn’t, so it takes a serious offender to produce an item that ticks all the 

chindogu boxes. 
 

Charles Handy, a most respected author, business consultant and social 

philosopher has taken the concept and its influence one step further and 

describes it as ‘excess, overabundance and clutter’ saying that Chindogu 

 

 

 

 

https://weburbanist.com/2018/11/07/we-could-all-use-a-little-more-chindogu-the-japanese-art-of-useless-inventions/


represents ‘more than we need’. You know, how many pairs of shoes could 

a person wear at any one time? How many ties do you really need unused 

and hanging in your cupboard… unless of course you had an umbrella tie 

or an office stationery tie… 

 

"I think of chindogu as an intellectual game to stimulate anarchic minds … I 

despise materialism and how everything is turned into a commodity, things 

that should be belong to everyone are patented and turned into private 

property. I’ve never registered a patent and I never will because the world 

of patents is dirty, full of greed and competition.”  
 

Strong words indeed from Kenji Kawasami, but hopefully it will be his ideas 

and his integrity of things invention that will be preserved and not what many 

consider his ‘weirdness’.  
 

Perhaps the closing quote belongs to Tim Moore from Idea Champions … 
 

"It makes no difference whether the resulting invention is absurd, like 

Chindogu… the point is to keep exercising the mental muscle that crosses 

wires, tries absurd combinations, and associates the  

previously unassociated. 
 

That's what creativity is all about. Seeing connections between things. 

Being bold enough to attempt those connections, even if the result is a little 

bit silly. It may not be the product you want, but it's the process you need.” 
 

Okay – that’s the serious stuff over’ 

You know about TED don’t you? If not no matter – go to this link  

for a laugh - it’ll certainly lighten up your day! 
 

Why you should make useless things | Simone Giertz 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0bsKc4tiuY 
 

 

 

Chindogu Illustrations:  

Butter Stick a la Pritt; 360ْ camera; Umbrella Tie; Tippy Toe brush and dustpan; Finger toothbrush; Crawling Baby Floor 

Mop; Barefoot Takkies; Umbrella care for fancy shoes; Noodle Cooler; Goldfish walker; Office supply tie; Block T-shirt with 

a where-to-scratch-me-plan; Wig cap; Bird Feeder 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0bsKc4tiuY

